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BACKGROUND AND AIMS
• Aortic stenosis (AS): Most prevalent valvular disease in our aging population

• Surgical and transcatheter aortic valve replacement (SAVR & TAVR) as sole solutions

• No insight derived from the calcification phenotype, No quantified measures of risk related to

the calcium morphology, and No available data-driven universal guideline for surgery planning

• My ongoing research thus aims to fulfill two major goals:

1. Identify innovative, patient-specific metrics of calcium morphology and distribution

patterns using neural network routines

2. Predict clinical events based upon metrics of calcium morphology and distribution patterns

MATERIALS AND METHODS
• AI-powered reconstruction of patient specific Aorta, calcification, and aortic valves

- Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)-based semantic segmentation and U-Net

- Superior performance for medical images.

- First, trained the neural network with medical images annotated by experts

- Then, automatically segmented a large (>1000) cohort of patients' 3D representation of the

aortic root and calcified valves (Fig. 1).

• Novel Calcification Index

-Accumulative planar representation of 3D calcium

distribution (Fig. 3)

Fig. 1: Automatic generation of patient-specific aorta, valve and calcifications using combination of

mathematical and deep learning approaches

• Parametric Leaflet Model

- Reconstruct aortic valves using the landmarks obtained

from the AI model (Fig. 2)

□ Mathematical model to fit and confine curves and

landmarks

□ De-morphing generic aortic valve design to fit the

patient-specific landmarks

Calcification Index (CI) quantification

- Angular and radial distribution of calcium

relative to the center of the valve (Fig. 4)

- Comparison to traditionally used computed

tomography aortic valve calcium scoring

(Agatston method)

- Identification of coronary ostium location

for relative distribution quantification

AI-POWERED ANALYSIS AND PREDICTIONS
- Developing a deep learning model (DNN) powered by clinical and computational

characterization of individual patients to predict TAVI performance

- Additional inputs for quantific risk factor assessment

- Registered clinical events post TAVI correlated with the CI vectors

- Coupled DNN and DCNN to automatically predict the clinical outcome using raw CT images

with minimal user interaction (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3: Vertical projection of 3D calcium distribution on a

single 2D slide (topographic image)

Fig. 2:Mathematical model to generate the aortic valve

Fig. 4: Calculating the novel calcification index

CONCLUSION
• Fully automatic algorithm developed to automatically detect the patient-specific morphology of

valve and calcification to predict post-TAVR clinical events in AS patients

• AI-guided approaches offer unique utility to update guidelines, inform clinical decision, and

enhance therapy.

Fig. 5: AI prediction of post TAVR events using deep neural network classifier trained on the novel

calcification indices
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